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CUTTING TOOL HOLDER FOR HIGH SPEED 
SPINDLE MACHINING SYSTEM 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention generally relates to a fast tool 
change holder for holding a tool adapter onto a drive 
spindle and, more particularly, to a fast tool change 
holder for holding a tool adapter onto a high speed 
drive spindle by utilizing the pressure of the coolant 
?uid supplied from the drive spindle to a tool on the 
tool adapter. 

Various types of arrangements are known to clamp a 
tool adapter onto a tool holder, and hence a drive spin 
dle. One such arrangement comprises using a mechani 
cal fastening means, such as a bolt, which extends from 
an outer end of the tool adapter, through a central open 
ing in the tool adapter and into the tool change holder. 
The bolt threadedly engages within an opening in the 
tool change holder in order to clamp the tool adapter 
onto the tool change holder, and hence to the spindle. 
This clamping arrangement is inef?cient and tedious 
since, in order to change tool adapters on the drive 
spindle, an operator must manually remove the bolt 
from the tool change holder, change the tool adapters 
and reinsert the bolt into the tool change holder. 
A further known arrangement for clamping a tool 

onto a drive spindle comprises a tool adapter having a 
conical end portion which is capable of being received 
within a conical recess of a tool change holder. The tool 
change holder further includes a central opening con 
nected with the recess for housing a piston therein. The 
piston has grippers at one end thereof for engaging a pin 
extending out from the conical end portion of the tool 
adapter. The piston is spring biased in a direction away 
from the tool adapter in order to exert a substantially 
constant inwardly directed pulling force upon the tool 
adapter. 
As the piston is biased away from the tool adapter, 

the grippers are pulled within the recess of the tool 
change holder and contract towards one another as 
they move along a camming surface located within the 
recess. As a result, the gripPers are able to grasp the pin 
on the tool adapter and pull it inwardly into the recess. 
After pulling the tool adapter into the recess, the grip 
pers further act to lock the adapter within the tool 
holder. 
The tool adapter may be released from the tool 

change holder by means, such as a hydraulic ejector, 
which exerts a force upon the piston in a direction 
toward the tool adapter. This force acting upon the 
piston serves to overcome the spring force exerted upon 
the piston so that the grippers can open and release the 
tool adapter from the recess of the tool holder. 

This clamping arrangement is also inefficient and 
tedious since, in order to change tool adapters on the 
spindle, an operator must ?rst actuate the hydraulic 
ejector to release the grippers from the ?rst tool 
adapter, change the tool adapters and subsequently 
engage the grippers with the second tool adapter. Fur 
ther, this clamping system is disadvantageous because it 
requires a plurality of mechanical and hydraulic parts 
located within the tool holder for clamping the tool 
adapter therein. Such parts create added expense to the 
price of the tool holder and are problematic to maintain. 
US. Pat. No. 4,677,792 discloses an arrangement for 

holding a bushing having a grinding Wheel connected 
thereto onto a coupling element connected to a drive 
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spindle. The coupling element is formed as a hydraulic 
expansion element which includes a thin-walled cylin 
drical expansion sleeve on an outer portion thereof and 
a bore centrally located therein. Oil is ?lled within the 
bore and the expansion sleeve. The oil within the expan 
sion sleeve and the bore is capable of being compressed 
by a piston which slides within the bore. A bolt, which 
is screwed into a threaded extension of the bore, en 
gages with the piston to move the same within the bore 
in order to compress the oil in the bore and the expan 
sion sleeve. By compressing the oil within the bore and 
the expansion sleeve, the latter will expand radially 
outwardly and clamp the bushing onto the coupling 
element. 

This system is also inefficient and tedious because an 
operator must manually perform numerous steps in 
order to change bushings on the coupling element. 
First, an operator must release the frictional grip be 
tween the expansion sleeve and the ?rst bushing. This is 
done by engaging the bolt within the bore with a tool to 
decompress the oil within the expansion sleeve. The 
operator must then change the bushings on the coupling 
element and subsequently reinsert the tool to re-engage 
the bolt in order to compress the oil within the expan 
sion sleeve to secure the second bushing onto the cou 
pling element. Accordingly, there is a need for an im 
proved fast tool change holder whereby an operator 
may quickly and ef?ciently change tool adapters on a 
drive spindle. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

This need is met by the present invention which per 
mits an operator to quickly and ef?ciently change tool 
adapters on a drive spindle. The present invention com 
prises a fast tool change holder for holding a tool 
adapter onto an internally delivered coolant spindle. 
The holder comprises an expandable split collet which 
can be inserted into a tool adapter and expanded in 
order to hold the adapter onto the spindle. The split 
collet has a rubber bladder therein which receives a 
coolant ?uid from the spindle and expands under the 
pressure of the coolant ?uid radially outwardly for 
expanding the split collet. The bladder enables the cool 
ant ?uid to assist mechanical and centrifugal forces 
associated with the split collet to hold the tool adapter 
onto the spindle. 

In accordance with one aspect of the present inven 
tion, an improved fast tool change holder for holding a 
tool adapter onto a drive spindle by utilizing coolant 
?uid supplied from the drive spindle to a tool on the 
tool adapter is provided and includes: an expandable 
collet means connected to the drive spindle for holding 
the tool adapter onto the drive spindle after being in 
serted and expanded within the tool adapter. The fast 
tool change holder further includes means associated 
with the collet means for expanding the collet means 
radially outwardly utilizing the pressure of the coolant 
fluid supplied from the spindle to the tool on the tool 
adapter. The expanding means permits the coolant ?uid 
to assist mechanical and centrifugal forces associated 
with the collet means to hold the tool adapter onto the 
spindle. 
The expanding means may comprise a resilient blad 

der made from a polymeric material, such as natural or 
synthetic rubber. The expandable collet means may 
comprise a split collet. The expandable collet means 
may also include means, such as a protruding ring, ex 
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tending outwardly from the collet means for engaging 
an indentation located within the tool adapter for re 
taining the adapter onto the spindle. 
The tool adapter includes a ?rst inner recess for re 

ceiving the expandable collet means therein and a sec 
ond inner recess for delivering the coolant ?uid sup 
plied from the drive spindle to the tool on the tool 
adapter. The coolant ?uid travels from the drive spin 
dle, through the bladder and into the second inner re 
cess for delivery to the tool. The bladder extends be 
yond the expandable collet means for creating a seal at 
the interface between the collet means and the tool 
adapter. This seal serves to prevent the'coolant fluid 
from being diverted into the ?rst inner recess of the tool 
adapter as the coolant ?uid travels through the bladder 
and into the second recess. 
The fast tool change holder may further comprise 

means for sensing when the expandable collet means is 
located within the tool adapter. The tool adapter may 
include means for permitting debris contained within 
the tool adapter to escape from the adapter. The fast 
tool change holder may further comprise means for 
attaching the expandable collet means to the spindle. 
Alternatively, the expandable collet means may be 
formed as an integral part of the spindle. 

In accordance with a further aspect of the present 
invention, a clamping system for clamping a tool 
adapter onto a spindle is provided and includes: an 
expandable collet means connected to the spindle for 
holding the tool adapter onto the spindle after being 
inserted and expanded within the tool adapter. The 
clamping system further includes means located within 
the collet means for expanding the collet means radially 
outwardly utilizing the pressure of coolant ?uid sup 
plied from the spindle. The expanding means permits 
the coolant ?uid to assist mechanical and centrifugal 
forces associated with the collet means to hold the tool 
adapter onto the spindle. 
The means for expanding the collet means may com 

prise a resilient bladder made from a polymeric mate 
rial, such as natural or synthetic rubber. The expandable 
collet means may comprise a split collet. The expand 
able collet means may also include retaining means, 
such as a protruding ring extending from the collet 
means, for engaging an indentation located within the 
tool adapter for retaining the tool adapter on the spin 
dle. 
The tool adapter includes a ?rst inner recess for re 

ceiving the expandable collet means therein and a sec 
ond inner recess for delivering the coolant ?uid sup 
plied from the drive spindle to the tool on the tool 
adapter. The coolant ?uid travels from the drive spin 
dle, through the bladder and into the second inner re 
cess for delivery to the tool. The bladder extends be 
yond the expandable collet means for creating a seal at 
the interface between the collet means and the tool 
adapter. This seal serves to prevent the coolant ?uid 
from being diverted into the ?rst inner recess of the tool 
adapter as the coolant ?uid travels through the bladder 
and into the second recess. 
The clamping system may further comprise means for 

‘sensing when the expandable collet means is located 
within the tool adapter. The tool adapter may include 
means for permitting debris contained within the tool 
adapter to escape therefrom. The clamping system may 
further comprise means for attaching the expandable 
collet means to the spindle. Alternatively, the expand 
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able collet means may be formed as an integral part of 
the spindle. 

Accordingly, it is an object of the present invention 
to provide an improved tool holder and clamping sys 
tem for clamping a tool adapter which Will permit an 
operator to quickly and ef?ciently change tool adapters 
on a drive spindle. This and other objects and advan 
tages will be apparent from the following description, 
the accompanying drawings and the appended claims. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a side view, partially in section, of an unat 
tached tool adapter and the tool holder of the present 
invention connected to a drive spindle. 
FIG. 2 is a side view, partially in section, of the tool 

holder of FIG. 1 with the tool adapter attached thereto. 
FIG. 3 is a top plan view, partially in section, of the 

tool holder of FIG. 1 with the tool adapter attached 
thereto. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

The fast tool change holder of the present invention, 
generally designated by the reference numeral 10, is 
shown in FIG. 1 attached to a rotatable drive spindle 20 
of a machining apparatus (not further shown). The tool 
holder 10 may be connected to the spindle 20 by fasten 
ing means, such as bolts 22 which threadedly engage 
within openings in the spindle 20. While not shown in 
the drawings, the tool holder 10 may alternatively be 
formed as an integral part of the spindle 20. 
The fast tool change holder 10 serves to secure a tool 

adapter 30 onto the drive spindle 20. The tool adapter 
30 may comprise any conventional tool adapter which 
suPplies a coolant ?uid to a tool connected thereto. The 
tool attached to the tool adapter may comprise, for 
example, a drilling, reaming, milling, boring or grinding 
tool. For purposes of illustration only, a conventional 
tool adapter 30 is shown and has attached thereto a 
cutting insert 32, which may be used for boring. The 
cutting insert 32 is located within an outer recess 34 in 
the tool adapter 30 and is held therein by fastening 
means, such as a bolt 36. 

Extending into the tool adapter 30 is a centrally lo 
cated, generally cylindrical ?rst recess 38 of a ?rst di 
ameter. The ?rst recess 38 serves to receive the fast tool 
change holder 10 therein in order that the tool adapter 
30 may be secured to the tool change holder 10, and 
hence to the spindle 20. The tool adapter 30 further 
includes a second recess 40, having a diameter smaller 
than that of the ?rst recess 38. As best shown in FIG. 3, 
the second recess 40 extends from the ?rst recess 38 to 
an opening 42 in the outer surface of the tool adapter 30. 
As will be discussed in more detail below, the second 
recess 40 serves as a conduit for coolant ?uid delivered 
from the spindle 20 to the cutting insert 32. 
Located within the ?rst recess 38 is an indentation 44 

which may span about the entire inner circumference of 
the ?rst recess 38. As will be discussed further below, 
the indentation serves to receive therein a portion of the 
tool holder 10 to at least initially secure the tool adapter 
30 onto the tool change holder 10. 
The tool change holder 10 comprises an expandable 

split collet 12 having on its outer surface a protruding 
ring 18. The ring 18 preferably spans around the entire 
outer surface of the split collet 12. When the tool 
adapter 30 is engaged with the tool holder 10, the pro 
truding ring 18 serves to at least initially lock the tool 
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adapter 30 onto the tool holder 10 by engaging with the 
indentation 44 located in the tool adapter 30. 
The split collet 12 also includes a plurality of slits or 

openings 14 therein which are spaced about the split 
collet 12. Located within the split collet 12 is a resilient 
bladder 16 which is preferably made from a polymeric 
material, such as natural or synthetic rubber. The resil 
ient bladder 16, when expanded outwardly in a radial 
direction, serves to expand the split collet 12 in a radial 
direction, thereby frictionally locking the tool adapter 
30 onto the split collet 12. The portion of the split collet 
12 adjacent to and between the slits 14 will expand to a 
greater degree than the remaining portion of the split 
collet 12. Since the protruding ring 18 is located be 
tween the slits 14, it will also be expanded by the resil 
ient bladder 16. As a result, the protruding ring‘ 18 and 
the indentation 44 will mate with one another to create 
a tight frictional ?t therebetween. Note, that even when 
the bladder is not expanded radially, the protruding ring 
18 acts as an initial securing means for holding the tool 
adapter 30 onto the split collet 12. 
While the embodiment of the present invention 

shown in FIGS. 1-3 illustrates the protruding ring 18 
located between the slits 14, it is contemplated by this 
invention that the ring 18 may be alternately located a 
spaced distance away from the slits 14. It is further 
contemplated by this invention that the split collet may 
include slits, in addition to or as substitutes for the ones 
illustrated in the embodiment of FIGS. 1-3, having 
various other shapes and locations. 
The spindle 20, upon which the split collet 12 is at 

tached, has an opening 24 therein for supplying pressur 
ized coolant ?uid to the cutting insert 32 via the open 
ing 42 on the tool adapter 30. The spindle 20 is supplied 
with the pressurized ?uid from the machining appara 
tus. The coolant ?uid acts to cool the cutting insert 32 
and the workpiece (not shown) being worked. The 
pressurized coolant ?uid travels out of the opening 24, 
into the bladder 16 located in the split collet 12 and into 
the second recess 40 of the tool adapter 30. After the 
coolant ?uid travels into the second recess 40, it is dis 
charged out from the opening 42 into the working area 
of the cutting insert 32. The resilient bladder 16 extends 
a small distance out from a nose portion 24 of the split 
collet 12, as shown in FIG. 1, in order to make a seal at 
the interface between the second recess 40 and the nose 
portion 24 of the split collet 12 when the tool adapter 30 
and the tool holder 10 are engaged. This seal insures 
that none of the coolant ?uid gets diverted into the ?rst 
recess 38 of the tool adapter 30. 

Since the coolant ?uid is delivered under pressure 
from the drive spindle 20, it serves to radially expand 
the resilient bladder 16 as it travels into and through the 
bladder 16. As the bladder 16 expands outwardly in a 
radial direction, it will cause the split collet 12 to also 
expand radially, as discussed above, thereby securing 
the tool adapter 30 onto the split collet 12, and hence 
the spindle 20. 

Optionally, a proximity indicator switch 50 may be 
employed to sense when the tool adapter 30 is engaged 
with the tool holder 10. The proximity switch 50 senses 
engagement between the tool adapter 30 and the tool 
holder 10 by sensing a metal annular ring 52 located on 
the outer surface of the tool adapter 30. The proximity 
switch 50 is ?xed in a position above the tool holder 10 
so that when the tool adapter 30 is engaged on the tool 
holder 10, the annular ring 52 will be directly across 
from the switch 50, as shown in FIG. 2. When this 
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6 
position is obtained, the switch will indicate that the 
tool adapter 30 is located on the tool holder 10. The 
signal from the switch 50 may actuate an indicator on 
the machining apparatus or it may be employed by a 
known automatic controller which may use the signal 
while controlling the operation of the machining appa 
ratus. 
The tool adapter 30 may further comprise any num 

ber of debris escape holes 60, extending from the back 
end 39 of the ?rst recess 38 out to the outer surface of 
the tool adapter 30. The debris escape holes 60 permit 
any dirt or debris which might be in the tool adapter 30 
prior to being engaged with the tool holder 10 to exit 
from the tool adapter 30 after being pushed to the back 
end 39 of the ?rst recess 38 by the tool holder 10. 
The tool adapter 30 may also include an annular 

notch 54 in its outer surface. A known tool changer (not 
shown) may be engaged in the notch 54 in order to 
remove the tool adapter 30 from the tool holder 10. 

In practice, in order to secure the tool adapter 30 
onto the drive spindle 20, the tool holder 10 is ?rst 
inserted into the ?rst recess 38 of the tool adapter 30. 
When this occurs, the protruding ring 18 on the split 
collet 12 will engage with the indentation 44 in the ?rst 
recess 38 of the tool adapter 30, thereby initially locking 
the tool adapter 30 onto the tool holder 10. 
As coolant is supplied from the spindle 20 to the 

opening 42 on the tool adapter 30, the coolant travels 
under pressure into and through the resilient bladder 16. 
From the bladder 16, the coolant travels into second 
recess 40 and out opening 42 to cool the cutting insert 
32 and the workpiece being worked. As the coolant 
?uid ?ows under pressure into and through the bladder 
16, the ?uid expands the bladder 16 radially outwardly. 
As the bladder 16 expands, it also expands the split 
collet 12 radially outwardly, thereby permitting the 
split collet 12 to securely hold the tool adapter 30 onto 
the spindle 20 during machining operations. Thus, by 
expanding the split collet 12, the bladder 16 enables the 
coolant ?uid to assist mechanical and centrifugal forces 
associated with the split collet 12 to hold the tool 
adapter 30 onto the spindle 20. 
The fast tool change holder of the present invention 

permits rapid and simple tool changes by an operator 
without the need for manual removal of bolts and with 
out the need for complex hydraulic piston arrange 
ments. Changing a tool requires only a simple removal 
of the tool adapter by overcoming the friction ?t of the 
adapter over the split collet. During operation, the pres 
sure of coolant fluid expanding the resilient bladder and 
split collet provides a secure ?t of the adapter to the 
tool holder. 
Having described the fast tool holder of the present 

invention and its operation in detail and by reference to 
preferred embodiments thereof, it will be apparent that 
modi?cations and variations are possible without de 
parting from the scope of the invention. For example, it 
is contemplated that additional protruding rings may be 
added onto the tool holder. Alternatively, the protrud 
ing ring shown may be replaced by one or a plurality of 
other protruding elements, such as dimples. Further, it 
is contemplated that the tool holder may be formed 
without the ring shown or any other protruding ele 
ments. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A fast tool change holder for holding a tool adapter 

onto a drive spindle by utilizing coolant ?uid supplied 
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from the drive spindle to a tool on the tool adapter 
comprising: 

an expandable collet means connected to the drive 
spindle for holding the tool adapter onto said drive 
spindle after being inserted and expanded within 
said tool adapter; and 

means associated with said collet means for expand 
ing said collet means radially outwardly utilizing 
the pressure of the coolant ?uid supplied from said 
spindle to the tool on said tool adapter, said ex 
panding means permitting said coolant ?uid to 
assist mechanical and centrifugal forces associated 
with said collet means to hold said tool adapter 
onto said spindle. 

2. A fast tool change holder as set forth in claim 1, 
wherein said expanding means comprises a bladder 
made from a resilient material. 

3. A fast tool change holder as set forth in claim 2, 
wherein said resilient material comprises a polymeric 
material. 

4. A fast tool change holder as set forth in claim 3, 
wherein said polymeric material comprises rubber. 

5. A fast tool change holder as set forth in claim 2, 
wherein said tool adapter includes a ?rst inner recess for 
receiving said expandable collet means therein and a 
second inner recess connected with said ?rst recess for 
delivering the coolant ?uid supplied from said drive 
spindle to the tool on said tool adapter, said coolant 
?uid traveling from said drive spindle, through said 
bladder and into said second inner recess for delivery to 
said tool; and 

said bladder extending beyond said expandable collet 
means to create a seal at the interface between said 
collet means and said tool adapter to prevent said 
coolant ?uid from being diverted into said ?rst 
inner recess of said tool adapter as said coolant 
?uid travels through said bladder and into said 
second recess. 

6. A fast tool change holder as set forth in claim 1, 
wherein said expandable collet means comprises a split 
collet. 

7. A fast tool change holder as set forth in claim 1, 
further comprising means for sensing when said expand 
able collet means is located within said tool adapter. 

8. A fast tool change holder as set forth in claim 1, 
wherein said tool adapter includes an indentation 
therein; and 

said expandable collet means includes means for en 
gaging said indentation for retaining said tool 
adapter onto said spindle. 

9. A fast tool change holder as set forth in claim 8, 
wherein said engaging means comprises a protruding 
ring extending outwardly from said collet means. 

10. A fast tool change holder as set forth in claim 1, 
wherein said tool adapter includes means for permitting 
debris contained within said tool adapter to escape from 
said adapter. 

11. A fast tool change holder as set forth in claim 1, 
further comprising means for attaching said expandable 
collet means to said spindle. 

12. A fast tool change holder as set forth in claim 1, 
wherein said expandable collet means is formed as an 
integral part of said spindle. 
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13. A clamping system for clamping a tool adapter 

onto a spindle comprising: 
an expandable collet means connected to the spindle 

for holding the tool adapter onto said spindle after 
being inserted and expanded within said tool 
adapter; and 

means located within said collet means for expanding 
said collet means radially outwardly utilizing the 
pressure of coolant ?uid supplied from said spindle, 
said expanding means permitting said coolant ?uid 
to assist mechanical and centrifugal forces associ 
ated with said collet means to hold said tool 
adapter onto said spindle. 

14. A clamping system as set forth in claim 13, 
wherein said means for expanding said collet means 
comprises a bladder made from a resilient material. 

15. A clamping system as set forth in claim 14, 
wherein said resilient material comprises a polymeric 
material. 

16. A clamping system as set forth in claim 15, 
wherein said polymeric material comprises rubber. 

17. A clamping system as set forth in claim 14, 
wherein said tool adapter includes a ?rst inner recess for 
receiving said expandable collet means therein and a 
second inner recess connected with said ?rst recess for 
delivering the coolant ?uid supplied from said drive 
spindle to the tool on said tool adapter, said coolant 
?uid traveling from said drive spindle, through said 
bladder and into said second inner recess for delivery to 
said tool; and 

said bladder extending beyond said expandable collet 
means to create a seal at the interface between said 
collet means and said tool adapter to prevent said 
coolant ?uid from being diverted into said ?rst 
inner recess of said tool adapter as said coolant 
?uid travels through said bladder and into said 
second recess. 

18. A clamping system as set forth in claim 13, 
wherein said expandable collet means comprises a split 
collet. 

19. A clamping system as set forth in claim 13, further 
comprising means for sensing when said expandable 
collet means is located within said tool adapter. 

20. A clamping system as set forth in claim 13, 
wherein said tool adapter includes an indentation 
therein; and 

said expandable collet means includes retaining 
means engagable with said indentation for retaining 
said tool adapter on said spindle. 

21. A clamping system as set forth in claim 20, 
wherein said retaining means comprises a protruding 
ring extending from said collet means. 

22. A clamping system as set forth in claim 13, 
wherein said tool adapter includes means for permitting 
debris contained within said tool adapter to escape 
therefrom. 

23. A clamping system as set forth in claim 13, further 
comprising means for attaching said expandable collet 
means to said spindle. 

24. A fast tool change holder as set forth in claim 13, 
wherein said expandable collet means is formed as an 
integral part of said spindle. 
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